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MPPTAbstract This research work develops dynamic model of a gearless small scale wind power gener-
ation system based on a direct driven single sided outer rotor AFPMSG with coreless armature
winding. Dynamic modeling of the AFPMSG based wind turbine requires machine parameters.
To this end, a 3D FEM model of the generator is developed and from magnetostatic and transient
analysis of the FEM model, machine parameters are calculated and utilized in dynamic modeling of
the system. A maximum power point tracking (MPPT)-based FOC control approach is used to
obtain maximum power from the variable wind speed. The simulation results show the proper
performance of the developed dynamic model of the AFPMSG, control approach and power
generation system.
 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University.1. Introduction
Small-scale variable speed wind power generation systems
have many advantages over ﬁxed-speed generation such as
availability, small size, high performances, low cost installa-
tion, operation at maximum power point and high power qual-
ity [1]. Various types of generators have been developed for
wind turbine application. Because of the compact structure,
high pole number, high power density and low weight of Axial
Flux Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (AFPMSG),it is an excellent candidate for this purpose. One of the
problems associated with the variable-speed wind systems is
the presence of the gearbox coupling the wind turbine to the
generator. The problem with the gearbox is that it suffers from
considerable faults and also increases the maintenance
expenses. Thus, in AFPMSG-based wind power generation
systems the gearbox requirement is eliminated [2–4].
In variable speed wind turbines, the amount of delivered
energy to the grid depends on the wind speed at the site and
the generator rotor speed. The control strategy regulates the
rotor speed based on the wind speed to absorb maximum
power. Optimum power/torque tracking is a popular control
strategy, as it helps to achieve optimum wind-energy utiliza-
tion [5–9]. In these control strategies the information of the
rotor position and speed is needed to implement the advanced
control algorithms such as the ﬁeld oriented control (FOC)
[10] and direct torque control (DTC) [11].
1158 V. Behjat, M. HamrahiA literature review indicates that although, there are many
research efforts dealing with simulations and experiments of
wind energy conversion systems based on permanent magnet
synchronous generators, but there are limited research works
on axial ﬂux PMSG. On the other side, the main research
works on Axial-Flux PM Synchronous Generators are focused
on design and optimization of these generators based on FEM
modeling and simulations. Refs. [3,4,12–18] are dealing with
electromagnetic and thermal design of Axial-Flux PM
Synchronous Generators and developing some methods to
optimize the back EMF and cogging torque of the machine
using FE method. Wind power system modeling and control
procedures in power generations with direct driven permanent
magnet synchronous generators are discussed in [19–29]. This
paper presents a detailed model of a gearless small scale wind
power generation system based on a single sided outer rotor
AFPMSG with coreless armature winding. Coreless type
armature windings eliminate the armature iron loss, cogging
torque and reduce magnetic pull between the ﬁeld and the
armature. Since the dynamic model of the AFPMSG needs
the machine parameters, a 3D FEM model of the generator
is developed and simulated. From magnetostatic and transient
analysis of the 3D FEM model, generator parameters are
calculated. Then these parameters are utilized in dynamic
modeling of the AFPMSG. The considered generator is
coupled to a small-scale variable speed wind turbine and a
MPPT-based FOC control approach is used to regulate the
speed of the generator to absorb maximum power from the
wind turbine.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
dynamic modeling of the wind turbine. In Section 3, ﬁrst the
considered AFPMSG is modeled and simulated using 3D ﬁnite
element method and then dynamic model of the generator is
developed. The control system is described in Section 4. The
results are analyzed and discussed in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Wind turbine
The input wind power of the turbine is given by:
Pwind ¼ Ewind
t
¼ 1
2
qpR2V3w ð1Þ
where q is the air density in (kg/m3), R is the blade radius in
(m), and Vw is wind speed in (m/s). The mechanical power
and torque of the turbine are [8]:
Pturbine ¼ 1
2
qpR2Cpðk; bÞV3w ð2Þ
Tm ¼ Pmxm ¼
1
2
qpR2Cpðk; bÞV3w
xm
ð3Þ
where Cp is the turbine efﬁciency in converting wind energy to
mechanical energy which is obtained from the following equa-
tions [24]:
Cp ¼ c1 c2 1a c3b c4b
x  c5
 
ec6
1
a ð4Þ
1
a
¼ 1
kþ 0=08b
0=035
1þ b3 ð5Þk ¼ xmR
Vw
ð6Þ
where k and b are the tip speed ratio and pitch angle of the
blades, respectively. The value of the c1–c6 coefﬁcients depend
on the type of the turbine [26]. xm is the mechanical angular
speed of the turbine in (rad/s) which in turn is obtained from
the following equation:
Te  Tm ¼ J d
dt
xm þ Bxm ð7Þ
where Te and Tm are the electromagnetic and mechanical tor-
que, respectively. J is the combined inertia of the rotor and the
wind turbine in (kg m2). B is the viscous friction of the rotor in
N:m:s
rad
 
. Based on the described equations from (1)–(7), the
dynamic model of the wind turbine is depicted in Fig. 1.
3. AFPMSG
The axial ﬂux generator used in this study which is connected
to the wind turbine system, is an outer-rotor single sided
AFPMSG with 3 phase star connected stator winding.
Fig. 2a and b illustrate the geometrical and winding arrange-
ment of the considered generator. As it can be shown in
Fig. 2, the rotor of the considered single sided AFPMSG has
two disks in order to decrease the axial forces between the
rotor and the stator, but the permanent magnets are assembled
on just one of the disks.
Electromechanical and geometrical data of the considered
generator are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
The permanent magnets used in the generator are NdFeB mag-
nets with Br = 1.13 [T], Hc = 796 [kA/m] and (BH)max = 119
[kJ/m^3] and maximum operating temperature of 140 [C].
3.1. 3D FEM model of AFPMSG
Dynamic modeling of the AFPMSG needs electrical parame-
ters of the machine. In this section, these parameters are
calculated through a 3D FEM model of the considered
AFPMSG. In the three-dimensional (3D) problem considered
here for the electromagnetic analysis of the studied AFPMSG,
the electromagnetic ﬁeld and circuit-coupled approach based
on the A-V-A formulation is used. From the well-known Max-
well’s equations, the computation of the magnetic ﬁeld, based
on the A-V-A formulation with the Coulomb gauge, leads to
the following equation:
r ð½vr  A!Þ rver  A!¼ J! ð8Þ
r  ½r @A
!
@t
þrV
 !
¼ r  J ¼ 0 ð9Þ
The governing equation in the permanent magnet region is
described as follows:
r ð½vr  A!Þ rver  A!¼ r ½v½M0
!
v0
 !
ð10Þ
where A
!
and V are the magnetic vector potential and scalar
electric potential respectively. [v] is the reluctivity matrix and
[r] is the conductivity matrix. ve is deﬁned as one-third of
the reluctivity matrix. J
!
is the current density, M0
!
is the
Figure 1 Dynamic model of the wind turbine.
Figure 2 (a) Full geometrical model of the considered AFPMSG, (b) winding arrangement.
Table 1 Electromechanical data of the considered AFPMSG.
Parameter Value
Rated Frequency 60 (Hz)
Electrical power in rated speed 230 (w)
Pole pairs 8
Number of phases 3
Number of coils/phase 7
Rated speed 450 (rpm)
Modeling and performance evaluation of axial ﬂux PMSG 1159remanent intrinsic magnetization vector and v0 is the reluctiv-
ity of the free space [13].
Full meshed model of the considered generator is illustrated
in Fig. 3. As it can be shown in the ﬁgure, square elements have
been used in the radial and rotational directions, while triangle
surface elements are implemented in the Z-direction. BecauseTable 2 Geometrical data of the considered AFPMSG.
Machine part Inner radius (mm)
Rotor back plate (one part) 55
Winding 45
Magnet 55
Active air gap 45of the magnetic ﬁeld strength between the poles, the greater
number of elements is used in the region.
Flux density distribution in rotor back plates of the gener-
ator is depicted in Fig. 4. Due to symmetry of the AFPMSG,
only two poles have been used to illustrate the ﬂux distribution
in the generator.
Fig. 5a and b illustrate the no-load voltage and short circuit
current of the considered generator respectively which are
obtained from the 3D FEM transient simulation.
In the considered generator, the inductances expressed in
the quadrature coordinates have the same values equal to the
synchronous inductance (Ld = Lq = Ls). The synchronous
inductance is determined from the synchronous reactance
(Xs = Lsx) which in turn is obtained from the no-load line
voltage and short circuit current of the generator in the rated
speed condition, as follows:Outer radius (mm) Axial thickness (mm)
115 5
110 5
100 6
110 2 · 0.7
Figure 3 Full meshed model of the considered AFPMSG.
Figure 4 Flux density distribution on rotor back plates.
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Figure 5 Electrical signals from FEM transient simulation: (a) no load voltage, (b) short circuit current.
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3
p
ISC
ð11ÞXs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z2s  R2s
q
ð12ÞLs ¼ Xsx ð13Þ
In the above equations, Rs is the stator windings resistance and
VL-noload and ISC are no-load line voltage and short circuitcurrent of the considered generator at rated speed (450 rev/
min) respectively which were previously obtained from the
FEM computations. The calculated inductances are used in
dynamic modeling of the AFPMSG in next section.
3.2. Dynamic modeling of AFPMSG
Based on the 3D FEM results and electrical machinery equa-
tions, a dynamic model is developed for the considered
AFPMSG in this section. The AFPMSG is normally modeled
Figure 6 d–q-Axes equivalent circuits of the AFPMSG.
Modeling and performance evaluation of axial ﬂux PMSG 1161in the rotor ﬁeld (dq-axis) synchronous reference frame, where
the q-axis is 90 degree ahead of the d-axis with respect to the
direction of rotation. The ﬂux caused by the PM is in direction
of the d-axis. Stator voltage equations are described as follows:
V
!s
abc ¼ Rs I
!s
abc þ
d
dt
~ksabc ð14Þ
where V
!s
abc is the stator phase voltages, I
!s
abc is the stator phase
currents, ~ksabc is the ﬂux linkages and Rs is the stator phase
winding resistances. With some simpliﬁcations, dq coordinate
frame equations arranged as below:
Vsd ¼ Rsisd  xeksq þ
d
dt
ksd ð15Þ
Vsq ¼ Rsisq þ xeksd þ
d
dt
ksq ð16Þ
Flux linkage equations are:
ksd ¼ Ldisd þ kr ð17Þ
ksq ¼ Lqisq ð18ÞFigure 7 Dynamic model ofwhere Vsd and V
s
q are the d–q axes stator voltages, i
s
d and i
s
q are
the d–q axes stator currents, ksd and k
s
q are the d–q axis stator
ﬂux linkages, and xe is the rotor mechanical speed. kr is the
permanent magnet ﬂux which is constant in the considered
AFPMSG.
With substituting (15) and (16) in (17) and (18), the voltage
equations are modiﬁed to:
Vsd ¼ Rsisd þ xeLqisq  Ld
d
dt
isd ð19Þ
Vsq ¼ Rsisq  xeLdisd þ xekr  Lq
d
dt
isq ð20Þ
Equivalent circuits of the AFPMSG based on (19) and (20)
equations are illustrated in Fig. 6.
Mathematical model of the APMSG is completed with the
developed electromagnetic torque equation which is described
by the following:
Te ¼ 3p
2
isqk
s
d  isdksq
 	
¼ 3p
2
isqkr  ðLd  LqÞisdisq
h i
ð21Þthe considered AFPMSG.
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Figure 8 (a) Cp variations versus k and b, (b) turbine output power versus generator speed with the wind speed as a parameter.
Figure 9 MPPT input and output.
1162 V. Behjat, M. HamrahiIn AFPM machines, the ﬂux caused by PM is constant and
supposed to be in direction of the d-axis. Hence ksq term is
omitted from the electromagnetic torque equation. Also, con-
sidering that the d and q axes inductances have the same values
(Ld = Lq), Eq. (21) is modiﬁed to:
Te ¼ 3p
2
isqkr ð22Þ
The d–q axes current equations are described as following:
isd ¼
1
S
Vsd  Rsisd þ xeLqisq
 	.
Ld ð23Þ
isq ¼
1
S
Vsq  Rsisq  xrLdisd þ xekr
 	.
Lq ð24ÞSince the considered AFPMSG in this study has not stator
core, so the machine losses are limited to the resistive loss in
the stator three phase windings. Therefore, the power that is
delivered to the load can be expressed as:
PS ¼ Pm  Pcus ¼ Te xe
p
 3RsI2S ð25Þ
which
IS ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
is2d þ is2q
q
ð26Þ
Based on the above described equations, the dynamic model of
the considered AFPMS is illustrated in Fig. 7.
4. Control system
Fig. 8a illustrates the turbine power coefﬁcient versus tip speed
ratio in different values of the pitch angle of the blades. Vari-
ation in the turbine output power against the rotor speed in
different values of the wind speed is depicted in Fig. 8b. As
can be easily seen from the ﬁgures, a maximum power coefﬁ-
cient exists at any wind speed. Therefore a control system,
called MPPT, is needed to regulate the speed of the generator
in order to absorb maximum power from the turbine.
Figure 10 Power generation system with implemented control strategy.
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Figure 11 Imposed wind speed.
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Figure 12 Rotor reference and measured speed.
Modeling and performance evaluation of axial ﬂux PMSG 1163Based on this rotor reference speed, xm_ref, the reference
values of the mechanical power and torque are obtained as
below:
Pm ref ¼ 1
2
qpR2CpmaxV
3
w ð27Þ
Tm ref ¼
1
2
qpR2CpmaxV
3
w
xm ref
ð28ÞFig. 9 represents a simple block diagram of the MPPT con-
trol system. As it is obvious from the ﬁgure, from the MPPT
control, the rotor reference speed is carried out and then this
reference value is utilized as input of the AFPMSG dynamic
model. As illustrated in Fig. 9, this MPPT method has one
input signal and so it has less computation and more perfor-
mance. The steady-state-induced voltage and torque equations
of the AFPMSG are given by:
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Figure 15 Mechanical and electric power.
Figure 16 Three phase cu
Figure 17 Three phase vo
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E ¼ Kex ð30Þ
where x is the rotor speed and I is the stator current. Also, we
have:
E2 ¼ V2 þ ðIxLSÞ2 ð31Þ
where V is the terminal voltage of the AFPMSG and Ls is its
winding phase inductance. The rectiﬁed dc value of the output
voltage may be obtained using:
Vdc ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
p
V ð32Þ
Using Eqs. (30)–(32), the rectiﬁed dc voltage may be written as:
Vdc ¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
p
x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K2e 
TLS
Kt
 2s
ð33Þrrents of the AFPMSG.
ltages of the AFPMSG.
Modeling and performance evaluation of axial ﬂux PMSG 1165The torque is determined by the generator speed and the
wind speed, therefore according to (33), it is possible to obtain
a prediction for the dc voltage as a function of the generator
speed and the wind speed. As a result, the generator speed
can be regulated by setting the dc voltage. Using rotor speed
feedback, the optimum rectiﬁed dc voltage is speciﬁed. Using
new optimum dc voltage, AFPMSG rotor speed will change
and a new dc voltage command is speciﬁed from Eq. (33). With
this control strategy, generator rotor speed and dc voltage are
continuously changed until an equilibrium point is reached
[30].
To control the AFPMSG speed and hence power genera-
tion, the ﬁeld oriented control (FOC) is used in this paper.
In the FOC approach, the dq-axes are rotating at the rotor
electrical angular speed with the d-axis aligned on the rotor
ﬂux direction. Thus, the ﬂux producing current component,
isd, and the torque producing current component, i
s
q, are along
the d-axis and q-axis, respectively. Therefore, the dq-axes
currents can be controlled independently by two closed loop
controls in the FOC approach to control the speed and the tor-
que of the AFPMSG. The FOC approach is coupled to the
optimum tip speed ratio based MPPT control strategy. The
implemented control system is illustrated in Fig. 10. As can
obviously seen from the ﬁgure, the measured rotor speed is
compared with its reference value which has been extracted
from the MPPT strategy, and then the reference q-axis current
of the AFPMSG, iq_ref, is obtained with regulation of the PI
coefﬁcients. Zero reference current is assigned to the direct
component of the stator current, id_ref, to achieve maximum
torque/ampere capability.
5. Simulation results
In this section, simulation results are provided in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the developed dynamic model of
the AFPMSG-based small-scale wind power generation. In
order to observe the power generated by the wind turbine
and AFPMSG, a linear wind proﬁle (Fig. 11) is imposed to
simulate the model. Considering the MPPT control algorithm,
the resulting reference rotor speed and measured rotor speed
are illustrated in Fig. 12.
The d and q axes currents of the AFPMSG are illustrated in
Fig. 13. As can be obviously seen from the ﬁgure, the direct
axis current (ids) is approximately zero and follows its reference
value (ids) closely. This proves that the maximum value of the
electrical torque is achieved in different wind speeds according
to the implemented control strategy.
The electromagnetic torque of the AFPMSG is compared
with the reference mechanical torque in Fig. 14. Fig. 15
illustrates the AFPMSG generated active electric power and
the applied mechanical power to the AFPMSG.
The terminal currents and voltages of the generator are
illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively.
Rapid convergence of angular rotor speed and output elec-
tric power of the AFPMSG to their reference values proves the
good performance of the control system which utilizes the
MPPT control strategy. Considering the simulation results,
one can conclude that the developed system operates well,
fulﬁlling the imposed requirements, i.e. extracting the maxi-
mum power from the wind turbine and converting it to the
active electric power for delivering to the consumer.6. Conclusion
This research work developed a dynamic model for a gearless
small scale wind power generation system based on a single
sided outer rotor AFPMSG with coreless armature winding.
A 3D FEM model of the considered generator was developed
and simulated in both magnetostatic and transient conditions
to obtain the machine parameters which are required for
dynamic modeling of the system. The considered generator
was coupled to a variable speed wind turbine and a MPPT-
based FOC control approach was utilized to regulate the speed
of the generator to absorb maximum power from the wind tur-
bine. Simulation results veriﬁed the proposed model of the
AFPMSG, control system and MPPT approach. The devel-
oped model can be used for investigating dynamic behavior
of AFPM machines and small scale power generation systems.
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